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Oh
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for an optimistic

The good
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alone.

to-morrow speed away.

leave the prospect fair

for contentment's placid state
this world's turmoil

still

All duties promptly done

sedate;

;

In danger calm, devoid of fear,

Unblanched if death itself appear:—
The moral victory won

Oh!
In

for long
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— when
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minds and hearts which we have
Along the upward way
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IN A

NEW

SENSE.

always interesting to see a subject treated from different points of
we are glad to offer to our readers an explanation of the significance of the swastika in the development of religious thought from the
Adversaries of the Church have
standpoint of a devout Roman Catholic.
It

is

view, and so

commonly used by Christians (such as the
and the swastika) were pre-Christian, as an eviThey existed before Christianity and were
dence of their human origin.
Dr. Parker
filled with new meaning with the appearance of the new faith.
is familiar with the facts, but his explanation, though simple enough, does not
in the least detract from the dignity and even the pretentions of his Church.
The swastika appears in the catacombs as a Christian symbol by the side of the
cross, the fish, and the christogram, and to him they are endeared by their

considered the fact that the symbols
cross, the labarum, the fish,

Christian meaning.

Their pre-existence does not disturb him, for he sees

in

them a prophecy of Christianity. They anticipate the appearance of Christ
and help to prepare his way. This interpretation does justice to the facts,
and I do not hesitate to say that it is the correct and orthodox view even
from the standpoint of the Church. We need not enter here into a discussion
of the nature of prophecy and the methods by which movements are prepared

in history, but

the present case

is

typical of

many

other and similar

THE OPEN COURT.
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A

instances.

new idea

previous ideas which

is

when

never absolutely new, but
the time

is

fulfilled

it

is

the modification of

appear as prototypes or proph-

ecies,

p.

Q

REMARKS ON "LUTHER ON TRANSLATION."
BY
All will admit

that

A.

Luther by

KA.MPMEIER.
his translation of the Bible has pre-emi-

become the creator of the modern German literary language Rut we
must not forget that his work in this respect was not without predecessors.
The Bible of Luther was not the first, as is the general popular idea. Since
the invention of printing seventeen German translations of the Bible, in High
and Low German, had come forth up to the year 1518, four years before
Luther's translation of the New Testament came out.
Five German translations had already appeared before 1477, six years before Luther's birth.
Luther was only one translator among others, and he surely availed himself
of the work of his forerunners and profited by them even if only by their
mistakes and defects. From this we may see, that there was no opposition
to a German translation of the Bible on principle, as some might think.
This
is another proof of the gradual evolution of the Reformation of the Mediaeval
Church. Even in regard to the translation "alone by faith," the great point of
contention between Luther's followers and the Roman Church, Luther was
nently

first.
In the so-called Nuremberg Bible, published in the year of
Luther's birth, 1483. Gal. ii. 16, which has fully the same meaning as Romans
iii. 28,
is rendered "alone by faith."
Although Luther contends that "alone"
was necessary to make good German, he does not use the word in Gal. ii. t6.

not the

though

passage has the same meaning.

That a dogmatic and polemical
Luther in the translation, I think every unprejudiced mind will
Any one who knows how Luther laid stress on "salvation by faith

this

bias also led

concede.

and who knows his polemical attitude
His fighting position towards the Roman Church even

alone," in opposition to his opponents
will easily

led

him

admit

this.

to take greater liberties in the translation of the Bible, than

scientiously ought to have done.

he conLuther himself admitted that he translated

passages (in the Old Testament especially) purposely in such a way that they
could be better used in the fight with the Papists and were also better fitted
to be used as texts for sermons.
I have this on the authority of Dr. Diestel.

whose lectures I attended when a student in Tubingen in 1877. I remember
him saying this in a lecture, in which he pointed out the necessity of a better
translation of the Bible. Dr. Diestel was a noted exegetist of the Old Testament and was known for his work on "The Exegesis of the Old Testament in
the Christian Church." He surely would not have made such a remark without foundation, especially since it was entirely in his branch.
The assertion

may very well be true, if we consider the virulence of polemon both sides in the time of the Reformation, when each tried to do his
best in the abuse of the opposing party. And that Luther did not stand back
in this respect, we can see even in his Sendbrief vom Dolmetschen, though
he went far beyond this in other works. The epithets "asses, donkeys," in
this leaflet yet belong to the lighter caliber.
of Dr. Diestel
ics

